
The Moulton Jubilee Treasure Hunt is a 1.5-mile walk
around the village’s footpaths hunting for cards like
those opposite. These cards will be fastened on the
lamp-posts, fences or trees for the Jubilee weekend.
The walk starts at the Cenotaph, in the centre of the
village, and should take around 30-40 minutes to
complete.
Families should complete the answer grid below to
get a royal-themed word that runs vertically.
The Parish Council have left over 150 chocolate
treats for those completing the Jubilee Treasure
Hunt at The Lion, where the walk ends, for those
taking part on Saturday 4th June. While stock lasts,
simply say your answer to the bar staff, to receive
a reward for your endeavours!
You will need the free What3Words mobile app, or
the ability to read an OS Grid Reference or GPS Coordinates to
find the cards.
To start, follow the directions overleaf to find the first card.
Every card has the What3Words location, OS Grid Reference and GPS Coordinates
of the next card in the treasure hunt.
Good luck!
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What3Words:///option.lock.romanticsGPS:53.223736,-2.516869OS Grid Ref:SJ 65589 69757
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Follow the path up the field towards Moulton
School. The first card is on the left, beside a
bench. Turn right to walk into Honeyvale Gardens
and continue to walk on the path, through the
estate to Beehive Lane. Turn left.
Continue along Beehive Lane, and onto the path
at the end of the road, keeping the new estate to
your left. Continue on this path until the stile. Turn
left, and walk between the top of the new estate
and the field, and turn right to follow the footpath
across the top of the village.
At the end of the path, turn right onto Main Road,
and then turn left at the top of the village. Follow
the path to Hillside Lane, and turn left into the
alleyway. Pass the Weaver Road Play Area.
Follow the path to Whitlow Lane. Cross the road,
and walk into Church Street. The Lion is at the
end of the road.
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